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Addressing climate change requires 
substantial transformations of the economy

• Decarbonization of the grid

• Electrification (increasing demand) may or may not make this more difficult

• The electricity sector of the future may look nothing like today

• We develop a long run model to explore these issues
• Theoretical possibilities
• Simulations shows relevance of theoretical results and 

provides additional insights into decarbonization and electrification policies
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Long-run competitive equilibrium
• Build on model from Borenstein (2005)
• Representative year with many time periods (hours)
• Time-varying electricity demand with non-zero elasticity
• Generation (wind, solar, nuclear, baseload natural gas, peaker) 
• Choice of capacity and hourly output
• Intermittency of renewables

• Storage
• Choice of capacity
• Dynamic optimization of storage
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Planner’s problem (no elasticity, no storage)

• Endogenous choice of 
• 𝑞!" generation by technology i in hour t
• 𝐾! capacity for technology i

• System balance
• 𝑄" = ∑! 𝑞!" in hour 𝑡

• Technology 𝑖 has: 
• 𝑐! constant marginal cost (can include carbon)
• ri unit capital cost
• 𝑓!" hourly capacity factor, 𝑓!" ∈ 0,1
• Generation constraint:  𝑞!" ≤ 𝑓!"𝐾!
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Planner’s problem (no storage)

• Endogenous choice of 
• 𝑞!" generation by technology i in hour t
• 𝐾! capacity for technology i
• 𝑄" consumption in hour t

• System balance
• 𝑄" = ∑! 𝑞!" in hour 𝑡

• Technology 𝑖 has: 
• 𝑐! constant marginal cost (can include carbon)
• ri unit capital cost
• 𝑓!" hourly capacity factor, 𝑓!" ∈ 0,1
• Generation constraint:  𝑞!" ≤ 𝑓!"𝐾!
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• Consumer benefit is 𝑈$(𝑄$) so demand 𝐷$ is defined s.t. 𝑈$' 𝐷$ 𝑝 ≡ 𝑝



Planner’s problem 

• Additional endogenous choice of 
• 𝑞!" generation by technology i in hour t
• 𝐾! capacity for technology i
• 𝑄" consumption in hour t
• 𝑏" battery (dis)charging in hour t
• ̅𝑆 battery capacity

• System balance
• 𝑄" + 𝑏" = ∑! 𝑞!" in hour 𝑡

• Technology 𝑖 has: 
• 𝑐! constant marginal cost (can include carbon)
• ri unit capital cost
• 𝑓!" hourly capacity factor, 𝑓!" ∈ 0,1
• Generation constraint:  𝑞!" ≤ 𝑓!"𝐾!

• Battery has: 
• 𝑟# unit capital cost
• 𝑆" battery charge state
• 𝑆" = 𝑆"$% + 𝑏" battery evolution
• 0 ≤ 𝑆" ≤ ̅𝑆 battery state bounds
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Economic Interpretation of Solution

Short-run equilibrium
• Supply step of 𝑓34 𝐾3
• Demand time varying

Long-run equilibrium
• Entry/exit zero profit condition:

#
4

max 𝑝4 − 𝑐3 , 0 𝑓34 = 𝑟3

• Battery zero profit condition:

#
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Theory results

• Long run may differ from short run intuition
• Carbon tax may increase electricity consumption
• Cheaper storage may decrease renewable capacity 
• Renewable subsidies may increase emissions
• Electricity demand growth may decrease emissions
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Demand growth may ↓ emissions
• Initial Equilibrium

• Low marginal cost renewable produces in both 
periods

• High marginal cost fossil produces in the high 
period
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Demand growth may ↓ emissions
• Suppose new EVs charge in low period 

• Low period price 𝑝& increases
• Induces entry of renewables 
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Demand growth may ↓ emissions
• Suppose new EVs charge in low period 

• Low period price 𝑝& increases
• Induces entry of renewables 
• Renewable capacity displaces fossil capacity 1:1
• Fossil generation (and emissions) decrease
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Demand growth may ↓ emissions
• Suppose new EVs charge in low period 

• Low period price 𝑝& increases
• Induces entry of renewables 
• Renewable capacity displaces fossil capacity 1:1
• Fossil generation (and emissions) decrease

• Incremental emissions can range from 
negative to the fossil emissions rate
(or even higher if 3+ periods)
• If charging in period ℎ, then incremental 

emissions are fossil
• If charging in period 𝑙, then incremental 

emissions are negative
• If charging in both periods, then incremental 

emissions are in between
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Simulation Data
• US electricity sector in 2019 for 13 EIA regions
• Hourly consumption, solar & wind generation (EIA 930); hourly prices (ISOs & FERC)

• Hourly demand functions
• Elasticity ≈ -.15

• Construct hourly capacity 
factors for wind & solar 
(EIA 860)

• Transmission
• No constraints within region
• Separate regions vs. combined



Capital & Marginal Costs for Different Technologies

Notes: EIA Annual Energy Outlook, 2021 (online in 2026). Annual capital cost, 𝑟!, includes fixed O&M and 
transmission costs. Battery cost 𝑟# is per MWh storage capability 14



Solution algorithms

• Direct solution of planner’s problem
• Feasible when benefit 𝑈4 is quadratic and regions are separate
• Hourly data: 60,000 variables and 120,000 constraints

• Gradient search algorithm
• Often slower, but applicable in more cases
• Profits are the gradient of the planner’s objective
• Given capacities, find prices and profits and iterate
• Imbedded dynamic programming algorithm for battery
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Carbon pricing (all regions aggregated)

With linear demand With iso-elastic demand
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Carbon pricing 
for each region

• Carbon prices above $150 
per metric ton reduce 
emissions 

• Solar prevalent in most 
regions

• Regions without wind 
capability see nuclear entry

• Peaker gas plants rarely cost 
effective in model



Reduction in renewable capital costs

• Large reduction in emissions 
from 50% drop in costs

• More wind than solar added

• Percent of renewable 
generation curtailed shown 
above bar charts
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Other cases
• If nuclear costs fall 50%, then decarbonizes

• Transmission (integrate markets) matters if 
Midwest wind serves Eastern load

• Batteries do little even if costs down 95%
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Second-best policies (single policy)

[% subsidy]



Second-best policies (complementarities)

[% subsidy]



Electrification

• Electrification changes which plants are build
• Incremental generation by technology 
• Hour-of-day load shocks (w/ renewable cost ↓ 25%)



Effects of electric vehicle adoption

• EV charging.. 
• may reduce emissions from the grid in total
• may crowd out renewables, thereby increasing the emissions intensity
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Welfare Gains of 100% EV Adoption
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Accounts for the consumer surplus from electricity and driving, the cost of electricity and gasoline, the capital costs
of gasoline and electric vehicles, and the carbon externality from electricity and driving gasoline vehicles

Social profile assumes SCC of $100



Conclusions
• We analyze a tractable long run model
• Long run effects are often different from short run intuition
• Electrification may facilitate decarbonization
• Timing of EV charging matters, so infrastructure matters
• Value of batteries deserves more study
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extras
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Result 1: Carbon tax may ↑ electricity use
• Carbon tax (𝑇) causes polluting 

technology i’s 𝑐% to rise by 𝛽%𝑇
• Prices increase in hours when fossil 

plants are marginal
• Some fossil plants exit
• Renewables enter (more fossil exit)

• Prices decrease in hours when 
renewables are marginal
• Net effect on consumption depends on 

the slopes of the demand curves
• If renewable hours flat (elastic) then 

electricity use increase
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𝑃#↓ by 𝛽%𝑇
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Result 2: Cheaper storage may ↓ renewables

• With solar producing only in period ℎ, storage completely drives out solar
• Storage crowds out technologies that produce primarily at high prices

• Define levelized cost of energy (LCOE) as 𝑐! +
"&

∑' $&'

• As 𝑟% → 0, storage favors the technology with the lowest LCOE
• In regions where renewables are not very productive, storage favors fossil generation
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∆𝑃 = 𝑟.
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Mean hourly 
computed 
capacity factors 
by season and 
hour of day
• Calibrate capacity factors by 

using data on monthly 
generation (EIA 923) and 
capacity (EIA 860)

• Distribute generation within a 
month using hourly 930 data

• No wind generation data in 
some markets
• Use hourly wind speed data
• Nonlinear transformation



Calibration

• Demand functions
• Model as having customers facing dynamic pricing
• Assume an elasticity of -0.15 and examine linear and iso-elastic forms
• Pin demand curve at observed hourly consumption and market price 

• Prices from ISOs or FERC 714 “system lambda” for regions under regulation

• Generation 
• Five endogenous technologies: solar, wind, nuclear, peaker natural gas, 

CCGT (baseload natural gas)
• Coal is dominated by CCGT at current fuel prices and is not in the model

• Hydroelectric power is modeled as exogenous
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Carbon pricing 
for each region

• Carbon prices above $150 
per metric ton reduce 
emissions 

• Solar prevalent in most 
regions

• Regions without wind 
capability see nuclear entry

• Peaker gas plants rarely cost 
effective in model



Benefits of carbon pricing

• High taxes when damages are low is costly
• No carbon price when damages are high much more costly
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Renewable 
subsidies for 
each region



Benefits of reducing renewable capital costs
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Transmission 
(market integration)

With baseline renewables costs With 25% drop in renewables costs

Scenario 1: 13 transmission regions
Scenario 2: 5 regions (NE, SE, MW, Texas, & West)
Scenario 3: 3 regions (East, Texas, & West)
Scenario 4: 2 regions (East plus Texas, & West)
Scenario 5: 1 unified region
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Reduction in battery capital costs

With baseline renewables costs With 25% drop in renewables costs 37



Levelized cost and capacities with 
costless battery capacity

Region Solar Wind CCGT
East
Carolinas $ 45.93 $ 55.37 $ 35.75 
Central $ 39.94 $ 35.16 $ 35.75 
Florida $ 41.97 $ 81.00 $ 35.75 
MidAtlantic $ 50.29 $ 45.72 $ 35.75 
MidWest $ 54.07 $ 43.05 $ 35.75 
New England $ 59.22 $ 50.06 $ 35.75 
New York $ 53.62 $ 49.05 $ 35.75 
SouthEast $ 41.83 $ 66.81 $ 35.75 
Tennessee $ 45.19 $ 56.56 $ 35.75 

West
California $ 35.25 $ 55.52 $ 35.75 
NorthWest $ 35.20 $ 48.62 $ 35.75 
SouthWest $ 32.61 $ 40.23 $ 35.75 

Texas
Texas $ 38.86 $ 37.84 $ 35.75 

• At current renewable costs, 
CCGT cheapest in all but 4 
markets

• Central (SPP) has cheaper 
wind

• West has cheaper solar
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Battery 
subsidies for 
each region

25% renewable 
capital cost ↓



Benefits of reducing 
battery capital costs

• Depend on reduction in 
renewables costs
• At current renewable costs, 

emissions same even if 
subsidize batteries by 75%

• Only if batteries are free and 
renewables costs are halved 
does full decarbonization 
occur
• Cost of these subsidies 

$9.5 trillion annually



Outline

• Introduction
• Model
• Calibration
• Results on decarbonization policies 
• Pricing policies
• Arbitrage policies
• Policy interactions and the second best 

• Results on electrification policies 
• Discussion and conclusion
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Welfare gains of carbon tax & renewable subsidy interactions



Incremental 
emissions by 
hour-of-day 
load shocks



Incremental 
generation by 
technology for 
hour-of-day 
load shocks

25% renewable 
capital cost ↓



Electricity sector costs of 100% EV adoption

• Flat profile: equal charging in all hours

• Solar profile: charging proportional to 
the average solar capacity factor for that 
hour in that region

• Wind profile: charging proportional to 
the average wind capacity factor for that 
hour in that region

• Private profile: charges EVs to optimize 
surplus assuming no carbon damages

• Social profile: charges EVs to optimize 
surplus assuming the SCC is $100


